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Abstract. Registration of images with pathologies is challenging due
to tissue appearance changes and missing correspondences caused by the
pathologies. Moreover, mass effects as observed for brain tumors may
displace tissue, creating larger deformations over time than what is ob-
served in a healthy brain. Deep learning models have successfully been
applied to image registration to offer dramatic speed up and to use sur-
rogate information (e.g., segmentations) during training. However, exist-
ing approaches focus on learning registration models using images from
healthy patients. They are therefore not designed for the registration
of images with strong pathologies for example in the context of brain
tumors, and traumatic brain injuries. In this work, we explore a deep
learning approach to register images with brain tumors to an atlas. Our
model learns an appearance mapping from images with tumors to the
atlas, while simultaneously predicting the transformation to atlas space.
Using separate decoders, the network disentangles the tumor mass effect
from the reconstruction of quasi-normal images. Results on both syn-
thetic and real brain tumor scans show that our approach outperforms
cost function masking for registration to the atlas and that reconstructed
quasi-normal images can be used for better longitudinal registrations.
1 Introduction
Registration is a fundamental problem in medical image analysis [26]. It aims
at finding spatial correspondences between two images that are useful for many
tasks, e.g., for atlas-based segmentation [2]. Particularly for patients with brain
tumors, an accurate image registration between the pre-operative and the post-
recurrence images can help analyze the characteristics of tissue resulting in tu-
mor recurrence [20,14,1,10]. Traditionally, image registration is formulated as an
optimization problem seeking to minimize the dissimilarity between a warped
source image and a target image while simultaneously encouraging spatially
regular transformations. To capture large deformations, fluid-based registration
models are frequently used [18], e.g., stationary velocity field (SVF) [27] or
large deformation diffeomorphic metric mapping (LDDMM) approaches [7,3],
which can guarantee diffeomorphic transformations if sufficiently regularized.
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Non-parametric image registration models [18] such as SVF and LDDMM re-
quire optimizing over millions of parameters in 3D, which is usually very slow.
Hence, deep learning (DL) approaches have been proposed for such registration
models [29,6,23,24]. By shifting the computational cost to the training time, DL
approaches are orders of magnitudes faster at test time than numerical opti-
mization, while retaining registration accuracy.
While many registration approaches for normal images or images with sim-
ilar appearance have been proposed, a limited body of literature exists for the
registration of images with pathologies, which is challenging due to tissue ap-
pearance differences and missing correspondences. Possible approaches include
a) cost-function masking [8] (masking out tumor regions when calculating the
similarity measure), b) use of robust similarity measures [21], or c) replacing
the pathology with quasi-normal appearance [16,28,12,11]. Masking out the tu-
mor requires an accurate segmentation of the tumor region, and if it is large
or in anatomically critical locations cost function masking may hide too much
of the underlying brain structure, which should guide the registration [28]. Re-
construction of quasi-normal appearance, on the other hand, does not require
a prior segmentation and tumor-to-quasi-normal appearance can be learned via
quasi-lesions with a variational autoencoder [28], or from a statistical model
of a healthy population [16,12,11]. The quasi-lesion approach [28] introduces
synthetic tumors and learns to reconstruct the underlying normal appearance,
but the resulting reconstructions are still subject to mass effects and therefore
do not properly disentangle appearance from such deformation changes. Exist-
ing approaches based on statistical models require underlying registrations to a
common space for quasi-normal image reconstruction. But as a good alignment
in cases of mass effect cannot be obtained without reconstruction, registration
and reconstruction need to be interleaved in a costly iterative scheme.
A conceptually attractive approach would be to separate the mass effect and
appearance changes and to reconstruct quasi-normal images in an atlas space,
where appearance variability is expected to be lower. Inspired by a previous work
on shape and appearance disentangling [25], we propose a deep neural network
to simultaneously register a brain tumor3 image to an atlas while reconstructing
a quasi-normal image in atlas space. The reconstructed quasi-normal image is
in turn used in the similarity loss to guide our network to learn the spatial
transformation from the image to the atlas.
Contributions. 1)Joint reconstruction and registration network. To the best
of our knowledge, this is the first deep network trained jointly to reconstruct and
register brain images with strong pathologies to an atlas. The network recovers
the missing correspondences between the pathologies and the atlas space. Our
approach is also more computationally efficient than previous approaches by
avoiding the interleaving of registrations and reconstructions, resulting in rapid
predictions at test time. 2)Reconstruction of quasi-normal appearance in atlas
space. As we disentangle the transformation to the atlas from the reconstruc-
3 Our goal is to register images with strong pathologies, e.g., tumors, traumatic brain
injuries, or strokes. We focus on tumors in this work, but our approach is general.
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tion, we obtain tumor-to-quasi-normal image appearances in atlas space, thereby
simplifying the appearance modeling. 3)Vector-momentum parameterized fluid-
based registration. Our network incorporates a vector-momentum parameterized
stationary velocity field (vSVF) [23], which can capture large deformations while
retaining diffeomorphic transformations. We use the reconstructed quasi-normal
image to drive the registration, instead of the input tumor image. 4)Validation.
We show that our network successfully learns to reconstruct quasi-normal ap-
pearance simultaneously with the transformation of the tumor image to atlas
space. Specifically, we show improvements over cost function masking, demon-
strating that modeling quasi-normal image structure is beneficial for the regis-
tration of images with pathologies.
Organization. Sec. 2 describes our registration and reconstruction network.
Sec. 3 presents experimental details and results on both a synthetic brain tumor
dataset and on paired sets of pre-operative and post-recurrence brain tumor
scans. Sec. 4 concludes with a summary and an outlook on future work.
2 Methodologies
This section describes our deep network, including its architecture and the asso-
ciated loss functions. Fig. 1 shows an overview of our network. The network takes
a tumor image IT and an atlas A as its inputs and outputs a vector-momentum
parameterization of the transformation Φ−1, a reconstructed quasi-normal im-
age IR and a segmentation of the tumor region IS . The network jointly learns
both the registration and reconstruction, which is more efficient than approaches
that interleave registrations and reconstructions. Importantly, the transforma-
tion warps the tumor image to the atlas for a better reconstruction in atlas space,
while the reconstructed image guides the similarity measure so that the network
learns a better transformation as it is no longer perturbed by the pathology.
Registration. We use a vector-momentum parameterized stationary veloc-
ity field (vSVF) model [23,19]. Instead of directly predicting the transformation
field, our network predicts a momentum vector field, m, which gets smoothed
by a multi-Gaussian kernel [22] resulting in a velocity vector field, v, from which
the transformation map, Φ−1, is computed via integration. The benefit of this
indirect way is that it can assure diffeomorphic transformations at test time.
The registration loss consists of a regularization loss and a similarity loss:
Lrgs(m0) =〈m0, v0〉+ 1
σ2
Sim[IR ◦ Φ−1(1), A],
Φ−1t +DΦ
−1v0 = 0, s.t. Φ−1(0) = Φ−1(0), v0 = (L
†L)−1m0,
(1)
where D denotes the Jacobian, m0 is the initial vector momentum, σ > 0 bal-
ances the two terms, and Φ−1(0) is the initial condition for the transformation map,
Φ−1, which can be set to identity or to the transformation of a pre-registration,
for example, an affine registration. ‖v‖2L = 〈L†Lv, v〉 is a norm defined by a
differential operator L and its adjoint L† [7]. We use localized normalized cross
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correlation (LNCC) as our similarity loss as in [23]. A significant difference from
existing registration networks is that instead of using the input tumor image IT
to evaluate the similarity loss, we use the reconstructed image IR. The recon-
structed IR recovers image correspondences which can guide image registration.
The registration loss only backpropagates through the registration decoder.
Reconstruction. The reconstruction decoder predicts a quasi-normal image
from the tumor image. We directly learn this mapping from the atlas appearance.
Specifically, for a given tumor image, we use its manually segmented tumor mask,
S, to separate the tumor and the normal region. The tumor mask is only used
during training. In the normal region, the warped reconstruction image IRW =
IR ◦Φ−1(1) should be close to the warped original image ITW = IT ◦Φ−1(1). In
the tumor region, the reconstruction should be close to the atlas A. The warped
tumor mask is SW = S ◦ Φ−1(1). We define the reconstruction loss as follows:
Lrec =
1
|ΩN |
∫
ΩN
(IRW − ITW )2 dx+ 1|ΩT |
∫
ΩT
(IRW −A)2 dx, (2)
where ΩN = {x : SW (x) = 0} is the normal domain, ΩT = {x : SW (x) = 1} is
the tumor domain, and |Ω| denotes the volume of domain Ω. The loss captures
the sum of the mean-squared errors over the normal region and the tumor region.
We use atlas appearance to learn the tumor-to-quasi-normal mapping since the
vSVF Unit
A
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IR
Φm0
Lreg
+
+
IRW
Lsim
ITW
IS Lseg +
SWS
Lrec−tumor
Lrec−normal
Fig. 1: Overview of the proposed network. The network outputs a mask IS , a
reconstructed quasi-normal image IR and a vector momentum m0 which is used
to obtain the transformation map Φ−1. The regularization loss Lreg penalizes
m0, while the similarity loss Lsim penalizes the warped reconstructed image
IRW with respect to the atlas A. The reconstruction loss penalizes the warped
quasi-normal image in the tumor region and the normal region.
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atlas is our target image. This can be considered a highly simplified statistical
model only represented by its mean, the atlas. Combinations with more advanced
statistical models, for example based on principal component analysis [16,12]
or variational autoencoders [13], are conceivable. The reconstruction loss only
backpropagates through the reconstruction decoder.
Segmentation. In principle, the segmentation decoder is not required for
registration and reconstruction. Since we use the segmentation mask during
training for reconstruction, we also add a segmentation decoder which outputs
a predicted segmentation of the tumor. This is similar to [25], where an instance
class can also be predicted. Intuitively, by providing direct supervision on the
segmentation, the network is required to learn a representation capable of sep-
arating the tumor from the normal region. We use binary cross-entropy loss,
where the output of the segmentation decoder is the predicted probability that
a voxel belongs to the tumor region: Lseg = Bce[IS , S].
3 Experiments and Results
We created a pseudo-tumor dataset providing us with a synthetic ground-truth
for the reconstructions. We show that it is beneficial to use our quasi-normal im-
age reconstructions for registration. We also use a dataset of pre-operative and
post-recurrence magnetic resonance images (MRIs) from patients with glioblas-
tomas with expert-placed landmarks for validation. We show that the predicted
registration by our network is more accurate than cost function masking and
direct registration of the tumor images. We use ICBM 152 [9] as our atlas.
3D Pseudo-tumor. We created this dataset using BraTS2019 [17,4,5] and
OASIS-3 [15]. OASIS-3 contains longitudinal MRIs from over 1,000 participants
with normal cognitive function and with various stages of cognitive decline. The
BraTS data contains MRIs from patients with brain tumors and corresponding
tumor segmentations. We randomly selected 280 pairs of T1w-images; one from
OASIS (we only use one scan for each patient) and one from BraTS. To mimic
the mass effect of the brain tumor, we registered the OASIS T1w scan to the
BraTS T1w scan with cost function masking and pasted the brain tumor from
the BraTS scan onto the deformed OASIS scan. The resulting 280 simulated
images are our pseudo-tumor dataset. We randomly select 40 for testing, 40 for
validation and 200 for training. Images are affinely aligned to the atlas, which is
resampled to 128× 128× 128 with 1.5× 1.5× 1.5 mm3 isotropic voxels.
Since this dataset is simulated, we have the images without the added tu-
mor but including the spatial transformation. We register the atlas to these
images. As these registrations are not impacted by the tumors, but might not
reflect the exact correspondence (due to possible registration errors), we regard
the resulting registrations as the gold-standard to which we compare in the fol-
lowing. We register the atlas to: 1) the tumor images (TUMOR), 2) the tumor
images using cost function masking, 3) the quasi-normal images predicted by a
network with a quasi-lesion layer [28](REC QL) and 4) the quasi-normal images
predicted by our network. As the gold-standard is obtained through optimiza-
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tion, we perform all the registrations using the same optimization model for the
pseudo-tumor dataset and do not compare to the predicted registrations. For
cost function masking, we conduct two experiments using different masks, one
using the groundtruth masks (CFM GM) and one using the predicted masks by
our network (CFM PM). Using the predicted masks (CFM PM) allows us to evalu-
ate the performance of cost function masking, when groundtruth (or manually
segmented) masks are not available at test time, which is often the case. For
our model, we train with (REC RRS) and without (REC RR) the segmentation
decoder. In addition, for the predicted quasi-normal images, we can keep the
normal tissue unchanged by using the predicted segmentation (REC RRS PM). We
compare the deformation differences between the results obtained by each of the
optimization-based registrations and our gold standard registration result.
Fig. 2 shows the results for the pseudo-tumor dataset. For each case, we eval-
uate the mean deformation differences in three regions: 1) the tumor region, 2)
the normal region near the tumor (within 30 mm), and 3) the normal region
far from the tumor (over 30 mm). Our network performs much better when the
segmentation decoder is used, because of the additional supervision (REC RRS
vs. REC RR). The network using the quasi-lesion layer (REC QL) works well in
the normal region but performs poorly in the tumor region. This might be be-
cause at test time the real tumor region is subject to larger mass effects than
what was captured during training, as quasi-lesions can never be introduced in-
side the actual tumor region. Compared to cost function masking, our method
(REC RRS PM), on average, improves by about 0.5 mm in the tumor region when
the groundtruth masks are available (CFM GM) and around 0.8 mm when the
groundtruth masks are not available (CFM PM). In the normal regions, improve-
ments over cost function masking are relatively small, around 0.3 mm.
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Fig. 2: Boxplots of mean deformation differences with respect to the gold stan-
dard deformations. TUMOR: directly registering to the tumor image; CFM: cost
function masking, where GM and PM refer to using the groundtruth masks and
predicted masks, respectively; REC *s: registering to the reconstructed images,
where REC QL uses the quasi-lesion layer, REC RR only uses the registration and
reconstruction decoders. REC RRS: proposed network using registration, recon-
struction, and segmentation decoders. In addition, REC RRS PM (in red) retains
the normal region in areas predicted by the masks obtained by our network.
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3D Real Brain Tumor. This dataset consists of images for 22 patients with
brain glioblastoma. Each patient has scans from two time-points, one before the
surgery (pre-operative) and one after surgery (post-recurrence). All images are
of size 155 × 240 × 240 with isotropic voxels 1 × 1 × 1 mm3. We only use the
T1w images in the dataset. For each patient, a radiologist placed 10 landmarks
near the tumor (within 30 mm) and 10 landmarks far from the tumor (over
30 mm) in both the pre- and post-scans. We train our network using a subset of
the BraTS2019 training data with 120 training images and 20 validation images.
Testing is performed via our glioblastoma dataset. To limit dataset variability,
we selected a subset of the BraTS training data, which was acquired by one
institution and which is similar in acquisition to our test data. Ideally, our test
dataset is used for longitudinal registration, i.e., registering between the pre- and
post-scans from the same patient. As our network predictions are with respect
to an atlas we conduct the following two experiments:
• Atlas Registration. For each patient, we feed both scans into our network
and obtain respective transformations to the atlas. We then compose the forward
map of the pre-scan and the inverse map of the post-scan, resulting in a pre-atlas-
post (REC PAP) map. To compare, we also perform an optimization-based atlas-
registration directly using the tumor images (TUMOR PAP) and with cost function
masking (CFM PAP). In both cases, we obtain the composited transformation.
Using the resulting transformations, we warp the landmarks from the post-scan
to the pre-scan space and evaluate the landmark differences. As we do not have
manual tumor segmentations, we use predicted masks for cost function masking.
• Longitudinal Registration. We perform optimization-based vSVF registra-
tions between reconstructed quasi-normal images of both the scans, predicted
by our network (REC PP). We compare with longitudinally registering directly
using tumor images (TUMOR PP) and using cost function masking (CFM PP).
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Fig. 3: Boxplots of mean landmark errors for registration of glioblastoma pa-
tients. (ORGN) is the landmark differences before registration. The next four are
results via the atlas, i.e, pre-atlas-post ( PAP); the last four are longitudinal re-
sults, i.e., pre-post ( PP). We compare to affine registration, registration of tumor
images, and cost function masking.
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Fig. 3 shows landmark errors in two different regions for the different registra-
tion approaches. When registrations are composed through the atlas, errors are
much larger than direct longitudinal registration. However, our method shows
improvements over cost function masking in both cases. Finally, Fig. 4 shows an
example for a brain tumor image. The 3rd column is the predicted quasi-normal
image, and the 4th column is the warped image in atlas space. We observe some
contrast differences between the tumor and the normal region. However, as our
goal is registration, it is not an issue as the correspondences can be established
between the reconstructed image and the atlas.
4 Conclusion
In this work, we proposed a joint registration and reconstruction network. Given
a brain image with pathologies, our network simultaneously learns a registration
to a common atlas space and a reconstruction of quasi-normal appearance in the
atlas space. Our experiments show that, as the network disentangles the spatial
variation (e.g., caused by mass effects) from the appearance differences of the
pathology, the reconstructed quasi-normal appearance provides better guidance
to the registration. Future work could incorporate statistical models based on
principal component analysis to capture appearance variations in atlas space.
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